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CANADA  IS  AWESOME

Vancouver Is Awesome, and we are dedicated to everything that makes it that way.
If you want to read ugly, bad news about this beautiful city of ours, you’re going to have to look to traditional media and other blogs; V.I.A. promotes everything that makes
our city awesome, from old to new and everything inbetween. We’re like the human interest piece on the news… only different.
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THE VANCOUVER BIENNALE – Wang Shugang’s “The Meeting”
POSTED September 4, 2009 BY Bob Kronbauer
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A little while back I introduced you to the epic public art project, the Vancouver Biennale, which is taking place over 22 months in the city. As the sculptures are revealed the
Biennale blog will be profiling each of them, and we’ll be reminding you and urging you to have a closer look.
This third one by Wang Shugang from China, called “The Meeting” was installed recently, learn about it HERE.

photo: Dan Fairchild
The official word about the Vancouver Biennale:
The Vancouver Biennale is a registered non-profit organization that brings sculptures, new media and performance works by celebrated and emerging international artists to
Vancouver and surrounding area parks, beaches and urban plazas, transforming our city into an open-air museum. Pursuing the theme in-transit-ion, the exhibition will
further situate art along bike routes, on buses, at the Vancouver International Airport and at new Canada Line rapid transit stations.
The Vancouver Biennale redefines the traditional art exhibitioin by installing contemporary art in unexpected places for the entire community to enjoy, completely free of
charge, day and evening throughout the seasons. The exhibition promises a diverse mix of interesting and important works of art, from the spectacular to the curious, to the
though provoking and playful.
VISIT THE BIENNALE BLOG
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